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ABSTRACT
The aim of study is to examine the impact of the crisis readiness, crisis awareness, crisis
control, crisis response on the effective crisis management. Besides to technology usage as a
moderation relationships to effective crisis management in Dubai Airport. The study assumed
that the crisis management, the practices, and technology use can be measured in numbers and
prediction can be acquired from analysis. Therefore, the study is belongs to positivism
philosophy, deduction approach, quantitative methodology, empirical survey passed study, used
cross sectional data, and data is original. The target or study population chosen for this
research is the totals number of employees both senior and junior staffs working at the Dubai
international airport. The reason for this is that if crises stuck, all will be affected, and they have
a big role to play in managing crisis. The actual sample size is 364 employees and the
distributed survey is 440, which distributed by using face-to-face data collection methods in a
convenience technique of samples selection. Overall, direct relationships for the four predictors
of crisis management is significant; The precedence for the relations based on the path
coefficient value is crisis awareness (0.319), crisis control (0.107), crisis readiness (0.368), and
crisis response (0.283). For the moderating relationships of technology use, three interactions
have a positive significant interaction; crisis control (0.048), crisis response (0.078), crisis
readiness (146); but the Crisis Awareness (CA) has no significant change based on technology
use.
Keywords: Crisis Awareness, Crisis Readiness, Crisis Control, Crisis Response,
Technology Usage, Crisis Management, Drones Threats, Dubai International Airport
INTRODUCTION
Technology advancement has brought to mankind numerous benefits examples of which
include the email system, cutting short the time needed to post letters to the person at the other
end, especially, when sending it internationally (Davenport, 2018). In the health industry, the
advancement in technology had enhanced precision and the discovery of undiscovered symptoms
that have claimed several thousands of lives in the past (Mustafa & Azghadi, 2021).
Furthermore, the advancement in the education industry has led to the development of virtual
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reality computers that immerse the students into the subject being taught as if they were to
practice it.
On the other hand, technology had been causing unspeakable early exist of life in
multitudes. Examples of which is not limited to the weapons used by the military in wars, source
of recent accidents to Boeing aircrafts among others (Kaplan, 2018). As such, organization
embracing technological advancement should at least be prepared any of the four strategies listed
above, that is, confrontation, escaping, confrontation, and in case crises arises from the use of
these technologies (Ghazi, 2017).
Concerning the issues of drones in the airline industry particularly, at the airports, although
drones have been manned with weapons during military operations, however, there have not
been any incident where by commercial aircraft has been hit with drones by the bad guys living
underground (Janssen & Voort, 2020), nor have the drones cause any serious fatalities to the
airport facilities. However, there are clear evidences that the presences of drones have disrupt
airport service as such many inbound flights were diverted to other airports, out bound flights
were cancelled and thousands of passengers remain stranded at these airports in the UK and
Dubai (Wendt, Voltes-Dorta & Suau-Sanchez, 2020). Therefore, there is high probability drone
fatalities might happen in the future having knowledge of the recent Saudi oil rig strike with
drone. Yet, since crises are unplanned events, how positively such issues are handled enhance
the brand image of the firm and otherwise. With this, the strategies employed to minimize the
effect of crises (pro activeness) is the area of concern in this research.
According to earlier studies crises management is not a blueprint which can be used in
solving rising crises, however, presumption of having crises team which have pre-allocated tasks
and assignment helps firms in reducing the time needed in managing their crises (Betta &
Owczarzak-Skomra, 2019; Magnusson et al., 2019). Scholars argue that the best response to
crises via internet by designing a website in the pre-crises period, test run such website to have
the idea on how it works. However, the question is how aware and prepared employees in case of
crises are. Relating the scholars’ findings to the incident of drone at the airport, this study finds it
paramount to reexamine the awareness and the readiness to manage crises at the airport in the era
of advance technology such as drone that has the capacity of disrupting the entire airport
operations and perhaps may cripple the economy if not properly handled. In the airport, the
security has been beefed up since the incident of airplane hijacking the in the year 2001
(Szyliowicz, 2018).
The aim of study is to examine the impact of the crisis readiness, crisis awareness, crisis
control, crisis response on the effective crisis management. Besides to technology usage as a
moderation relationship to effective crisis management in Dubai Airport.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Crisis Readiness and Crisis Management
A crisis is any kind of occasion that is going to cause a unpredictable and harmful scenario
impacting an individual, team, neighborhood, or entire culture (Jordana & Salazar, 2020; Kim &
Park, 2017; Malyshev et al., 2018). While the crisis readiness is the treatments, plans and
operations that is made to be constantly prepared to deal with any situations in the company or
company (Bowen et al., 2018; Thapa et al., 2017). While Crisis management is the process
through which a company takes care of an unanticipated and turbulent occasion that threatens to
hurt the company or its stakeholders (Bryan et al., 2018; Walle, Brugghemans & Comes, 2016).
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So that, and according to many researchers such as (Jahng & Hong, 2017; Kriyantono &
McKenna, 2019) they found out that crisis readiness will help to face the problems that comes
from any crises and it will also help to be ready for any scenario that might occur, and this will
lead to a better crisis management of drones threats in Dubai international airport (Claeys &
Coombs, 2020; Jahng & Hong, 2017; Kriyantono & McKenna, 2019; Qadir et al., 2016).
Therefore, the researcher is expecting significant positive direct effect of crisis readiness on the
crisis management of drones’ threats in Dubai international airport. And this hypothesis is
consistent and compatible with other hypothesis in others studies such as (Bryan et al., 2017;
Desai et al., 2020; Janssen & Voort, 2020).
Hypothesis 1 There is a positive significant influence from crisis readiness on crisis management of Drones
threats in Dubai international airport.

Crisis Awareness and Crisis Management
Crisis Awareness provides the most up to date understandings right into what drives
dilemma communications preparedness, and exactly how firms can manage an effective action
(Hymeniuk & Melnychuk, 2017; Janssen & Voort, 2020). The training is crucial for employees
that sustain the company's efforts throughout an organization dilemma or interruption (Basiry &
Ghasem-Aghaee, 2016; Hymeniuk & Melnychuk, 2017). On the other hand, Crisis management
is the recognition of threats to a company and its stakeholders, and the techniques made use of by
the organization to manage these risks (Czerniak et al., 2016; Kostyuchenko et al., 2018). In
order to decrease unpredictability in the event of a situation, organizations frequently produce a
crisis management strategy (Mason et al., 2018; Rothkrantz & Fitrianie, 2018).
So that, and according to many researchers such as (Rothkrantz & Fitrianie, 2018; Ruquan,
2017 & Xinquan, 2016) they found out that crisis awareness will help to make a better
understanding of any problem or crises might the company face, as well as crisis awareness will
help to deal with it, and this will lead to a better crisis management of drones threats in Dubai
international airport (Humanson & Nordeman, 2017; Mason et al., 2018; Ruquan, 2017). Hence,
the researcher is expecting significant positive direct effect of crisis awareness on the crisis
management of drone’s threats in Dubai international airport. And this hypothesis is consistent
and compatible with other hypothesis in others studies such as (Bacon et al., 2017; Heide &
Simonsson, 2019; Hengartner, 2018).
Hypothesis 2 There is a positive significant influence from crisis awareness on crisis management of Drones
threats in Dubai international airport.

Crisis Control and Crisis Management
As has actually been defined dilemma is any event that is going to result in a unsteady and
hazardous circumstance impacting an individual, team, community, or entire society (Nizamidou
& Vouzas, 2020; Zade et al., 2018). As crisis control is the techniques that will certainly by
utilized in the time of any kind of crisis on under to maintain it under the evaluations and well
held which will not enable it to grow bigger and bigger (Cutri et al., 2020; Schrader & Laaser,
2019). While crisis management is the procedure of creating and applying methods to help an
organization minimizes the damage of an unanticipated emergency on service (Schrader &
Laaser, 2019; Stevens, 2017). So that, and according to many researchers such as (Ang et al.,
2020; Sezgin et al., 2020; Stevens, 2017) they found out that crisis control will help to determine
3
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all dimensions of the crisis and from where to start fixing the problems that the firms face, as
crises control will keep a the firm driving the crises to solution and overcoming it, and this will
lead to a better crisis management of drones threats in Dubai international airport (Al-Zaqeba,
2019; Schrader & Laaser, 2019; Sezgin et al., 2020). Hence, the researcher is expecting
significant positive direct effect of crisis control on the crisis management of drone’s threats in
Dubai international airport. And this hypothesis is consistent and compatible with other
hypothesis in others studies such as; (Ang et al., 2020; Cutri et al., 2020; Sezgin et al., 2020;
Stevens, 2017).
Hypothesis 3 There is a positive significant influence from crisis control on crisis management of Drones
threats in Dubai international airport.

Crisis Response and Crisis Management
Crisis Response describes all the breakthrough planning and activities required to deal with
all-natural and manufactured calamities, situations, essential occurrences, and unfortunate events
(Amade et al., 2018; Chiauzzi & Newell, 2019). The faster the reaction is the much less the
damage will certainly be (Jordana & Triviño‐Salazar, 2020). Or as defined by (Bowen et al.,
2018; Thapa et al., 2017) crisis response is what monitoring says and does after the crisis hits.
And crisis management is the process of preparing for and managing any type of unforeseen or
turbulent emergency circumstances that affect the business or firm (Bowen et al., 2018; Bryan et
al., 2018; Jahng & Hong, 2017; Kim & Park, 2017; Walle et al., 2016). So that, and according to
many researchers such as (Bryan et al., 2018; Jordana & Triviño‐Salazar; 2020, Kriyantono &
McKenna, 2019; Savonen et al., 2018; Wang & Kuo, 2017) they found out that crisis response
will help to solve the problems that occur because of the crises and will not allow the crises to
grow bigger and bigger, and this will lead to a better crisis management of drones threats in
Dubai international airport (Brancaccio et al., 2019; Desai et al., 2020; Hymeniuk & Melnychuk,
2017). Therefore, the researcher is expecting significant positive direct effect of crisis response
on the crisis management of drones’ threats in Dubai international airport. And this hypothesis is
consistent and compatible with other hypothesis in others studies such as; (Basiry & GhasemAghaee, 2016; Hymeniuk & Melnychuk, 2017; Janssen & Voort, 2020; Kostyuchenko et al.,
2018; Mason et al., 2018).
Hypothesis 4 There is a positive significant influence from crisis response on crisis management of Drones
threats in Dubai international airport.

Technology Use as a Moderator in the Relations from Crisis Management Factors
Technology can be most extensively defined as the entities, both material and immaterial,
produced by the application of physical and psychological initiative in order to accomplish some
value (Chiauzzi & Newell, 2019; Heek & Ziefle, 2019). In this use, technology refers to devices
and machines that might be used to address real-world problems (Khairuddin et al., 2016;
Mustafaoğlu et al., 2018). On the other hand, Crisis management is the recognition of dangers to
an organization and its stakeholders, and the methods utilized by the company to take care of
these hazards (Amade et al., 2018; Upadhyay et al., 2018). In order to lower unpredictability in
the event of a crisis, organizations usually develop a crisis management strategy (Kim & Park,
2017; Malyshev et al., 2018). On the other hand, and as has been describes in the previous
hypotheses, all independent variables expected to have a direct positive impact on crisis
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management, furthermore, many researchers such as (Bowen et al., 2018; Khairuddin et al.,
2016; Savonen et al., 2018; Upadhyay et al., 2018) have studied the moderating role of
technology usage between some of this study variables and crisis management and the studies
found out that technology usage has a positive moderating impact in such relationships (Bruwer,
2016; Bruwer et al., 2018; Hashemy et al., 2016; Mwakaje, 2018; Seko et al., 2017). And based
on that the researcher is expecting significant positive direct moderating effect of technology
usage on the relationship between this study independent variables and crisis management. And
this hypothesis is consistent with other hypothesis in others studies such as; (Allen et al., 2016;
Fariz et al., 2016; Hersona & Sidharta, 2017; Hitt & Tambe, 2016; Kheng & Muthuveloo, 2019;
Wijermans et al., 2016; Yun & Yoo, 2017).
Hypothesis 5 Technology usage has a moderating impact in the relationship between crisis readiness and
crisis management of Drones threats in Dubai international airport.
Hypothesis 6 Technology usage has a moderating impact in the relationship between crisis awareness and
crisis management of Drones threats in Dubai international airport.
Hypothesis 7 Technology usage has a moderating impact in the relationship between crisis control and crisis
management of Drones threats in Dubai international airport.
Hypothesis 8 Technology usage has a moderating impact in the relationship between crisis response and
crisis management of Drones threats in Dubai international airport.

Conceptual Framework
This particular study proposed a modeӏ of managing drone crises in the UAE Airport
based on the crisis readiness, crisis awareness, crisis control, crisis response. Besides to
technology usage as a moderation relationship to effective crisis management in the UAE
Airport. See Figure 1 for infographic of the proposed concepts and relationships. Research
Framework

FIGURE 1
RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
METHODOLOGY
The study assumed that the crisis management, the practices, and technology use can be
measured in numbers and prediction can be acquired from analysis. Therefore, the study is
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belonging to positivism philosophy, deduction approach, quantitative methodology, empirical
survey passed study, used cross sectional data, and data is original.
The target or study population chosen for this research is the total numbers of employees
both senior and junior staffs working at the Dubai international airport. The reason for this is that
if crises stuck, all will be affected, and they have a big role to play in managing crisis. The actual
sample size is 364 employees and the distributed survey is 440, which distributed by using faceto-face data collection methods in a convenience technique of samples selection.
The tools used for data collection is a well-structured survey that adapted from previous
studies such as (Appelbaum et al., 2012; Backman & Rhinard, 2018; Festag, 2017; Freitas, 2016;
Rogova, 2009; Rousaki & Alcott, 2006; Wang & Pitsis, 2019; Watkins & Bazerman, 2003). The
survey were organized to ask question in likert-5 format. Likert 5 questionnaire style has been
used in social science studies for long time and proved to be a suitable style for measuring
human perceptions. Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) techniques are used for statistical data
analysis via the SmartPLS software package, which is used in management and social science
studies such as (Salem & Alanadoly, 2020; Salem & Salem, 2018).
FINDINGS
In PLS-SEM, two part of data analysis is essential in regression based models, the
reliability and validity tests (measurement model) and the relationships tests (structural Model)
Validity and Reliability of Constructs
Several measures have been conducted such as composite reliability, outer loading,
convergent validity, and discriminant validity to ensure reliability and validity of the
measurement model (Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt, 2016; Sekaran & Bougie, 2016). As shown
in Table 1, composite reliability is measured by Cronbach’s Alpha and all values are above the
cut-off value of 0.70. Therefore, the reliability of measurement model is achieved. In addition,
outer loading for all the items are above 0.708 with no cross loading from foreign item, therefore
indicator reliability is achieved. The Average Variance Extracted (AVE) values are above 0.5,
therefore convergent validity is achieved. Finally, Table 2 shows the matrix of Fornell-Larcker
criterion, which indicates that no discriminate validity issues are. Some items were eliminated
based on the rule of thumb for outer loading and cross loading; therefore 3 items were deleted.
Table 1
CONSTRUCTS RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
Cronbach’s
Construct
Item Loading AVE
alpha
CA1
0.739

Crisis Awareness (CA)

Crisis Control (CC)

CA2

0.794

CA3

0.87

CA4

0.842

CA5

0.701

CA6

0.706

CA7

0.709

CA8

0.715

CC1

0.826
6
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0.88
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Crisis Management
(CM)

Crisis Readiness (CRE)

Crisis Response (CRS)

Technology Use (TU)

CC2

0.73

CC3

0.775

CC4

0.778

CC5

0.846

CC6

0.772

CM1

0.783

CM2

0.779

CM3

0.76

CM4

0.787

CM6

0.876

CM7

0.879

CRE1

0.792

CRE2

0.712

CRE3

0.787

CRE4

0.857

CRE5

0.729

CRE6

0.746

CRS1

0.762

CRS2

0.73

CRS3

0.824

CRS4

0.769

CRS5

0.779

CRS7

0.832

CRS8

0.856

TU1

0.876

TU2
TU3
TU4
TU5

0.934
0.858
0.726
0.741

0.665

0.899

0.596

0.864

0.637

0.905

0.69

0.886

Table 2
DISCRIMINANT VALIDITY – FORNELL-LARCKER CRITERION
CA
CC
CM
CRE
CRS
CA

0.762

CC

0.08

0.789

CM

0.543

0.222

0.816

CRE

0.436

0.131

0.588

0.772

CRS

0.197

0.145

0.449

0.237

0.798

TU

0.257

0.068

0.567

0.407

0.197
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Relationships Examinations and Discussions
For the purpose of assessing the power of the model construct in predicting the outcome
variables, predictive power R2 and predictive relevance were used (Hair et al., 2016). Results of
the main dependent variable, Crisis Management (CM), illustrate a satisfactory predictive power
and a large predictive relevance. As seen in the table the related R square value is 0.631 (a power
of 63.1%) and the related Q square is 0.354 (a relevance of 35.4%).
Table 3
PREDICTIVE POWER AND PREDICTIVE RELEVANCE OF PROPOSED MODEL
Predictive Power
Predictive Relevance

(CM)

R Square

Status

Q Square

Status

0.631

satisfactory

0.354

Large

The research study relationships are in one instruction along with the ideal degree of
evaluation is one-tailed. Figure 2 shows the T statistics estimates of the study made design as
well as Table 4 shows the path coefficient assessment with the values of T Statistics and also
Beta values for the end result variable Crisis Management (CM). The all variables antecedents
has significant relation, in which the p value scores are above 0.05 and the t statistics scores are
above 1.65. The precedence for the relations based on the path coefficient value is CA (0.319),
CC (0.107), CRE (0.368), and CRS (0.283).

Table 4
PATH COEFFICIENT ASSESSMENT OF CRISIS MANAGEMENT (CM)

CA ->
CM
CC ->
CM
CRE ->
CM
CRS ->
CM

Path Coefficient

Standard
Deviation

T Statistics

P Value
(one tailed)

Status

0.319

0.05

6.432

0

Significant

0.107

0.033

3.197

0.001

Significant

0.368

0.049

7.57

0

Significant

0.283

0.041

6.902

0

Significant

Table 5 shows the path coefficient assessment with the values of T Statistics values for the
outcome variable Technology Usage (TU) as a moderator. Respectively, the Path Coefficient for
this Crisis Awareness (CA) variable is 0.017, the T statistics is 0.358, and also the P-value is
0.360 as non-significant, the Path Coefficient for this Crisis Control (CC) variable is 0.048, Tstatistics is 1.674, and the P-value is 0.047 is significant, the path coefficient for this interaction
Crisis Response (CRE) variable is 0.078, T statistics is 1.717, and also the P-value is 0.043 as
significant, the Path Coefficient for this Crisis Readiness (CRS) variable is 0.146, T- statistics
score is 4.288, and also the P-value is 0.000 is significant.
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FIGURE 2
T STATISTICS ESTIMATES OF THE PROPOSED MODEL
Table 5
Moderation Assessment of Technology Usage (TU)

CA * TU > CM
CC * TU > CM
CRE * TU
-> CM
CRS * TU
-> CM

Path Coefficient

Standard
Deviation

T Statistics

P Value
(one tailed)

Status

0.017

0.047

0.358

0.36

Non-Significant

0.048

0.029

1.674

0.047

Significant

0.078

0.046

1.717

0.043

Significant

0.146

0.034

4.288

0

Significant

Overall, direct relationships for the four predictors of crisis management is significant;
The precedence for the relations based on the path coefficient value is crisis awareness (0.319),
crisis control (0.107), crisis readiness (0.368), and crisis response (0.283). For the moderating
relationships of technology use, three interactions have a positive significant interaction; crisis
control (0.048), crisis response (0.078), crisis readiness (146); but the Crisis Awareness (CA) has
no significant change based on technology use.
CONTRIBUTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The study contributes to the knowledge of crisis management, technology use, and crisis
management practices in the airports. The proposed combination of variables and inclusion of
technology use as a moderator is another theoretical contribution especially when it is applied in
the threats of drones in the airports. The study also add knowledge about the effective practices
that applied in Dubai international airports, which assure the fact that this airport is one of the
most secured airports in the world.
Managers and decision makers in securing airports in the UAE and airports should
emphasize on the crisis readiness and crisis awareness as both are the most contributors to the
effective crisis management. In addition, the use of modern technology, will for sure contribute
to the effectiveness of crisis management. Policy makers should create new policies to assure the
effective readiness and awareness among the employees in charge all the time.
9
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This study is limited to the empirical examination of UAE airports; however, replicating
the same design with same research design, but in different countries, will provide extra
knowledge to generalize the proposed relations. The interception of technology use in the
relationship from crisis awareness are found to be no significant, additional work is needed to
reveal the reason and explain this non logical relation. In addition, the model can explain up to
63% of the crisis management variance, scholars are welcome to investigate more crisis
management practices increasing the model power.
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